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Can't You Sleep, Little Bear?
Little Bear longs to be as big and as fast as his mother, but after she shows the little polar bear cub what it is like to be grown up, Little Bear decides he isn't quite
ready to be a big bear yet. On board pages.
"When Bear can't sleep, he goes on an adventure and discovers the wonders of New York City--a parade, Central Park, hot dogs, and more! But when he finally
gets tired and looks for a place to rest, he learns why it's called the city that never sleeps"--Dust jacket flap.
A house rabbit becomes convinced that the house is falling down when he hears a book fall off the shelf.
A heavenly shade of blue was always in her eyes and her innocent smile captured the hearts of many. But even a beautiful smile can cover the ugliest of things.
Who would've ever known that the beautiful and loving Princess Marrisa would fall victim to a very dark and hostile scheme, conjured up by something that is as
old as time? No one did—not even Tairren, who was one of Marrisa's dearest friends. Overtaken by Marrisa's beauty and charm, Tairren was very much in love
with her and would do anything for her—even if that meant facing the overwhelming powers of darkness… It was on Marrisa's long awaited sixteenth birthday,
her engagement to Prince Phillip and the day before her enthronement to the kingdom of Ishkar, when it happened. When Marrisa is abducted by someone she
had always trusted, she is forced into the Forbidden Lands of Minslethrate and awakens upon a plot that would shake the world. With the company of his very
different comrades, the unconventional Lady Natalia and the arrogant Prince Phillip of Ishkar, Tairren travels across the uncertain lands of Minslethrate to
rescue Marrisa. They begin to realize that their precarious situation is dealing with more than just a kidnapped princess—that's just the beginning... They must
trust in the unseen God of Light and have faith in a legend that they don't even understand. While their beloved princess awaits a terrifying fate, they must
become awakened by light if they are to face their own dark quest… Prophecy stirs, blood spills, light burns and darkness screams—revealing The Last Legend…
Activities Based on Can't You Sleep, Little Bear? by Martin Waddell
Good Night, Little Bear
Bedtime, Little Bear
Sleep Tight, Little Bear
The first unputdownable adventure story in this phenomenal series, from the author of the bestselling
Young Bond series and award-winning comedy writer and performer (The Fast Show, Down the Line), Charlie
Higson. They'll chase you. They'll rip you open. They'll feed on you . . . When the sickness came,
every parent, policeman, politician - every adult - fell ill. The lucky ones died. The others are
crazed, confused and hungry. Only children under fourteen remain, and they're fighting to survive. Now
there are rumours of a safe place to hide. And so a gang of children begin their quest across London,
where all through the city - down alleyways, in deserted houses, underground - the grown-ups lie in
wait. But can they make it there - alive?
This volume presents a complete painting course which provides the inspiration and the know-how to
build on your knowledge of watercolour painting and master a wide range of techniques. The book is
packed with practical advice on how to create paintings of objects, landscapes and textures. There are
also tips on how to paint light, rain, skies, shadows, flowers, birds and trees.
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A celebrated picture book is brought to life as a Mini Pop-Up Classic. When Mummy Bear comes out to
play with her baby bears, she finds three small snow bears instead. They don't look like her baby bears
- but they love to play just the same games! Three little bears, a game of snowballs and hot toast by
an open fire are the magical ingredients brought together in this wonderful family tale. This timeless
and well-loved story is exquisitely brought to life in a special Mini Pop-Up Classic edition, making it
the perfect gift book to treasure, time and time again.
Little Bear wants to go exploring. He climbs Bear Rock and bounces on the branch of the old bendy tree.
Big Bear looks on, giving encouragement and when Little Bear slips and falls in the stream - Big Bear
is at hand to give a comforting hug.
Little Bear
The Scared Little Bear
Book One in the Sciquest Legacy Series
Lap Edition

Even though Little Bear does a good job of climbing rocks, bouncing on a tree branch, and crossing a stream, Big Bear is always there
to lend a helping hand when needed. Reprint.
Jolted awake by a horrible racket in the night, little Teddy wonders if some kind of wild animal may be responsible and repeatedly calls
to his father before gathering the courage to venture to his parents' room, where the noise is coming from.
When bedtime comes, Little Bear is afraid of the dark, until Big Bear brings him lights and love.
Little Bear and his father play jokes on each other at bedtime. On board pages.
Big Bear Little Bear
Little Bear Won't Sleep
The House Rabbit
Bears, Bears, Bears

As winter approaches, Mother Bear must bring a snack, a drink, and finally the moon to
her cub before he can go to sleep in a cave.
It seems that no one pays attention to little Bee, even while she pretends to be a very
fierce dragon, so she hops away from home, but soon finds herself wondering if a dragon
ever gets lonely.
Bear’s many animal friends try to help him get to sleep in time for winter hibernation in
this companion story to Bear Snores On. It’s winter, and deep in the forest, Bear should
be fast asleep. But when his friends come by to check on him, they realize that Bear is
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still awake! They brew him hot tea and sing him lullabies, but nothing seems to work. Can
Bear get to bed? Or will he be up all winter?
A young Silicon Valley engineer stumbles into a hidden company with advanced technologies
that could change the world. But at the same time, he learns this company, his life and
the rest of civilization is threatened by a force even more advanced. And the opposition
has a head start. The startling discoveries he encounters could point to the origin of
life on Earth, and maybe its final destruction. With the help of a beautiful and
mysterious astrophysicist and a retired math professor, it's a race against time to
expose the conspiracy. Following the clues takes them on a frantic chase to the dark side
of the Moon in an experimental spacecraft and back to the streets of San Francisco. What
he can't out-smart, he has to out fight. In the battle to save the Earth he must rely on
his Silicon Valley training and ability to leverage the new technologies at his disposal.
But will it be enough? What can one engineer, an astrophysicist and an old professor do
to save the Earth? Whatever it takes.
Snow Bears
Bee Frog
Baby Bear's Not Hibernating
Where Bear?
Can't You Sleep, Little Bear?Can't You Sleep, Little Bear
"You mean fruit bats don't need to go to bed now?" It's bedtime, but Bluey doesn't want to go to sleep. She dreams that she's a
fruit bat so that she can stay awake ALL NIGHT! Join Bluey on her bedtime dream-time adventure as she flies through the sky.
Jam-packed with illustrations of Bluey and her friends, this book is the perfect bedtime read for fans of Bluey. Also available:
Bluey: The Beach Bluey: Meet Bluey! Sticker Activity Book Bluey: Little Library Bluey: Fun and Games Colouring Book: Official
Colouring Book
Winter is coming, and Bear can't sleep. Oh, how he rumbles and grumbles and growls and howls! "That bear sounds angry!" cry
the animals. "What if he comes after us?" But Patch the Hare isn't scared of any old bear; especially after he finds out why Bear
can't sleep and hatches a plan to help.
Big Bear and Little Bear, created by Hans Christian Andersen Medal winner Waddell, are back in another classic story. Little Bear
discovers a new cave that's perfect just for him. Includes a DVD. Full color.
Can't You Sleep, Little Bear?
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Book and Play Set
Hush Little Polar Bear
The Little Bear Stories
Part of the 'Read and Respond' series, this book provides teachers with everything they need to
share 'Can't You Sleep, Little Bear?' with their class.
From the illustrator of WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE. Little Bear loves to go on adventures and
Mother Bear is always there when he needs her. In this book he goes to the moon, plays in the
snow and there's even a surprise birthday party. Just what will he get up to next? Full of warm
and lovingly playful stories that are perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences on their own.
Little Bear wants to stay up ALL night. So Little Bear and his mother go into the forest to see
who else is awake. He meets an owl, a fox and makes lots of new friends, but staying up all
night is not quite as much fun as he thought it would be. Also available: Squeak the Lion, I
Love Honey Bunny, Charlie and the Cheesemonster.
In this story told in verse, a yawning bear tries to convince his mother that it isn't time for
bed.
Can't You Sleep, Little Bear? Present Pack
Can't you sleep, little bear?
The Last Legend
Bear Can't Sleep!
Little Bear can't sleep because he's frightened of the dark. Luckily Big Bear has an idea... This pack contains a mini hardback
picture book, greetings card, gift tag and sheet of wrapping paper, all based on the Little Bear illustrations. This do-it-yourself gift
pack is quick to make up, and stress-free.
Ruby likes bears. So she puts up a sign inviting them to call. She isn't content with just one bear though - she wants more and
more and more. But, as Ruby soon discovers, you can have too much of a good thing! Written by Martin Waddell, well known and
respected the world over for his stunning storytelling. He wrote Farmer Duck and Can't You Sleep, Little Bear? both of which won
the Smarties Prize, and the bestselling Owl Babies. Lee Wildish is the winner of the Red House Children's Book Award. Praise for
Martin's previous work: '...the outstanding picture book of the year.' - The Sunday Times
Little Bear wants to play, but Big Bear has things to do. So they decide to do them together. They fetch wood and water and tidy
the cave, but Big Bear still has things to do, so Little Bear has to go off and play on his own. Finally Little Bear's wish comes true
and the day has an idyllic ending.
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When bedtime comes Little Bear is afraid of the dark, until Big Bear brings him lights and love.
Awakened
Bear Can't Sleep
The Bear Who Couldn't Sleep
Bluey: Goodnight Fruit Bat

A black bear cub decides to spend the winter with his friends Moose, Owl, and Hare rather than hibernating, but soon his
watchful father must rescue him. Includes facts about black bears.
From a major new picture book talent comes a deceptively simple and exquisitely illustrated story about a little boy and his
bear and finding a place called home. Told with humour and warmth, 'Where Bear?' will capture the heart of its reader.
Once there were two bears, Big Bear and Little Bear. Big Bear is the big bear and Little Bear is the little bear. These
distinctive and memorable words begin each of the stories in this classic series, which has collected numerous major
awards and achieved sales of over three million copies worldwide. Now these four bestselling titles have been bound up and
beautifully presented in a stunning hardback gift edition that can be shared and come back to again and again for
generations.
In a book with foldout pages, Monica's father fulfills her request for the moon by taking it down after it is small enough to
carry, but it continues to change in size.
You and Me, Little Bear
Little Bear Sleeping
Well Done, Little Bear

PICTURE STORYBOOKS. A celebrated picture book is brought to life as a Mini Pop-Up Classic.
Little Bear can't sleep. There is dark all around him in the Bear Cave. Not even Big Bear's
biggest lantern can light up the darkness of the night outside. But then Big Bear finds the
prefect way to reassure Little Bear and help him fall fast asleep...This timeless and well-loved
story is exquisitely brought to life in a special Mini Pop-Up Classic edition, making it the
perfect gift and a book to treasure, time and time again. Classic illustrations are brought to
life as three-dimensional pop-ups. It is part of a new series of Mini Pop-Up Classics, all
featuring distinctive foil spines making them the perfect gift edition. The Little Bear series
has sold over seven million copies worldwide. Ages 0+
A little girl invites her plush polar bear to dream of all of the places where sleeping bears
go, from the high seas to a starry desert and back home.
Shadow Engineer
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Papa, Please Get the Moon for Me
The Enemy
Good Job, Little Bear
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